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Abstract: This paper describes the analytical evaluation of the thermo - mechanical stresses developed 

in the circular flange assemblies, of optional type, welded to the cylindrical shell of a pressure vessel. 

In this case, the structure is formed by welding the cylindrical shell on the inner circumference of the 

flange ring. Based on the theory of deformation compatibility (radial displacements and rotations), the 

expressions for the evaluation of radial unitary bending moments and the unitary shear forces are 

deduced. Subsequently, stress values can be calculated and their concentration can be evaluated along 

the cylindrical shell, below the separation plane of the flange ring. 
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1.Introduction 
The sealing of industrial mechanical equipment, dynamic [1-3] or static [4-10], is an extremely 

important area in ensuring normal and safe operation, known for, the extremely difficult conditions in 

some concrete situations with high values of working parameters (pressures, temperatures), but also the 

chemical and / or erosive aggressiveness of processed media. One should not neglect the idea of 

producing large equipment, which also entails economic considerations, in this case “slimming cures”, 

within acceptable technical limits (i.e. the reduction of the values of their own metal masses, with 

advantages both for manufacturing, transportation or installation, respectively at the ground loading and 

wind loads and earthquakes). It is therefore necessary to improve the calculation methods. 

The assembling itself must ensure the sealing of the components subassemblies with the essential 

condition that the material used for sealing is not destroyed, correlated with the quality of the sealed 

surfaces [9]. The wide variety of flange forms are grouped according to different criteria, regarding the 

shape of the flange ring, its cross-section and sealing surface configuration, at the same time correlated 

with the manufacturing technology, the processing environment, require differential analysis of 

analytical calculation or / and numeric [11-28]. 

It is mentioned that the study can be made taking into account static and / or dynamic loads, simple 

or combined (pressures, temperatures, transient regime, fatigue, creep, seismicity) [9,17,29-36], as well 

as corrosive and / or erosive aggression for metallic or non-metallic (polymer or composites) materials 

[37]. An essential role in confirming the supporting capacity of flange assemblies is the experimental 

works to determine strength, rigidity and tightness [38-54].  

Mathematical expressions clearly show the influence of the rigidity of the assembly on the seals, 

so, as much as possible, it is necessary for the diametric dimension of the ring flange to be small as 

possible, simultaneous with the increase of its thickness, but also with the number of tightening bolts. 

All of the aforementioned elements simultaneously aim at ensuring safe operation under specific 
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conditions but also the existence of a minimum consumption of construction material, in this case a 

lower price of the building material but also of the labour costs and the maintenance [55]. 

 

Study assumptions 

In the following analytical study the next simplifying assumptions are considered: 

1. The construction of flat ring flanges fixed by cylindrical shell welding is accepted (Figure 1); the 

shell has the same thickness over its entire length; 

2. The material of the assembling components is solicited in the elastic field, with overlapping 

effects of external loads (pressure and temperature), which are accepted with static values. 

                       
 

3.The assembly is decomposed into the composing elements (Fig. 2) so as to determine the 

deformations caused by the external loads (radial displacements and rotation) and to use their 

compatibility; between the structural elements of the assembly the bending unit moments (M01, M02, 

M03) and the unitary shear forces (Q01, Q02, Q03) (Figure 2) are introduced. 

4. The cylindrical shell adjacent to the flange ring, over its entire thickness, is considered to be of 

length  mcscc Dlh 77.1
 
 so that the theory of short structural elements is used. 

5. The existence and effect of the welding for fixing between the cylindrical shell 1 and the flange 

ring are neglected (Figure 1, Figure 2). 

6. The rotation of the flange ring under the external load is accepted around the mass center of its 

radial cross section (point B - Fig. 2) [21-26, 56-58]. 

 

                          
7. On the flange ring we also consider the bending unit moments produced by bolts tendency to 

bend, mb (Fig 2), the eccentric compression of the gasket for sealing, mg (Fig. 2) [21,22,28,59] and the 

unitary frictional force between the seal and the flange ring, their expression being incorporated in the 

factor kgb [21,22,24–26,28,59]; from the expression of continuity of deformations, it is ascertained that 

the effects of the above mentioned loads, lead to the decrease of the total rotation of the flange ring, 

favoring the tightness of the assembly; in the structure of the kgb factor, the 
fgbg

c c c  ,,  selection factors 

Figure 1. Circular flange 

plates (dimensional 

characteristics - 

schematic) 
 

Figure 2. Flange assembly 

elements decomposition 

(sketch): 1 - the cylindrical shell 

adjacent to the flange ring; 2 -the 

flange ring; 3 - cylindrical shell 
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are introduced facilitating the easy notice of the influences of the “resistant” characteristics to the 

deformation of the flange ring. 

 

Analytical study. Connecting loads 

By writing the equations of the deformation compatibility between pairs of elements 1 - 2 and 1 - 3 

(Fig. 2) we arrive at the determined algebraic system written in the form: 

      ll TSA  , (1) 

where: 
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, (2) 

represents the matrix of influence factors aij (i=1…6; j=1…6); the transposed vector of connecting loads: 

    Tl MQMQMQS 030302020101 ; (3) 

the transposed vector of free terms (displacements and rotations of external loads - pressure, 

temperature): 

    Tl bbbT 621  . (4) 

Expressions of the above terms are indicated in the Appendix 

From equality (1) we deduce how to evaluate the unknown values of the present problem - unitary 

shear forces Q0k (k=1…3) and bending moments M0k (k=1…3) - written as: 

      ll TAS 
1 , (5) 

where [A]-1 represents the inverse of the matrix [A], whose determinant is different from zero. 

 

Rotation of flange ring 

On the basis of the previous relations, establishing the expressions of the connecting loads between 

the elements of the considered assembly, hypothetically separated (Figure 2), it is possible to deduce the 

expression of the flange ring rotation. The methodology followed is described in detail in papers [21,24-

26]. In this sense, the connection between the bending unitary moments created by bending bolts and 

the eccentric compression of the sealing gasket is made. After introducing the effect of the engaging 

loads acting instantaneously on the flange ring and separating the terms, we get to the calculation relation 

for the rotation, which is written as: 

  gb
gb

f PPPMQMQf
k

,,,,,,
1

202020101 , (6) 

where the following function appears: 

  gb PPPMQMQf ,,,,,, 202020101 , (7) 

dependent on the connecting loads and the external loads acting on the flange ring (Appendix). 

The maximum value of the flange ring rotation is calculated by: 

      
min202020101max

,,,,,, gbgbf kPPPMQMQf , (8) 

while the expression for evaluating the minimum rotation value has the form: 

      
max202020101min

,,,,,, gbgbf kPPPMQMQf , (9) 

in which: 

       mgifefffgb DDDhEk  6ln3

min
; (10) 
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State of stress in the cylindrical shell 

Both the theoretical and experimental works indicate that the stress state is more intense along the 

length of the cylindrical shell 3 (Figure 2) below the flange - cylindrical shell joint.  

Considering the above methodology, after evaluating the Q03 unitary shear force and the M03 

bending unitary moment, the meanings of those loads can be corrected in a new scheme if needed. 

We proceed to calculate the bending unitary moment Mc(x), establishing the stretched and 

compressed fibbers of the cylindrical shell. Through appropriate analysis the distance and the surface 

with the maximum equivalent stress (dependent on the current x, measured along the cylindrical shell 

3), is determined, using, for example, the von Misses criterion and compares with the allowable design 

stress. If the resistance condition is passed, the analytical study is completed.  

Otherwise, the geometry of the assembly is resized to confirm the technical safety accepted. 

The study continues with the deduction of expressions for the unitary shear forces and for the total 

bending unitary moments, dependent on the loads Q03 and M03, as indicated for in paper [12]. The 

integral bending unitary moment Mc(x) is entered in the formulas used for the calculation of the 

longitudinal stress σ1(x) and the circumferential stress σ2(x), resulting in the forms: 
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cmci TE

xMDp
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Deterioration and residual stresses 

The deterioration of weldements due to flaws or cracks, as well as the residual stresses in the heat 

affected zone may reduce the strength of the flange joint. 

As to take into consideration the: 

- deterioration and the residual stresses one calculates the critical stress, σcr, with the relations 

proposed in the papers [60-64]; 

- superposition of different loads one may use the results reported in the papers [65-71]; 

- fatigue of flanges joint due to pressure or/and temperature fluctuations is useful to consider the 

relationships proposed in the papers [72-76]. 

 

Abbreviations 

Di - inside diameter of cylindrical shell, mm;  2icec DD  - outside diameter of the cylindrical 

shell, mm;  icmc DD  - mean diameter of the cylindrical shell, mm; Dig - inside diameter of the 

gasket (not deformed) for sealing, mm; Deg - outside diameter of the gasket (not deformed) for sealing, 

mm;  egigmg DDD  5.0  - mean diameter of the gasket load reaction (not deformed) for sealing, 

mm; Def - outside diameter of flange ring, mm; Dif - inside diameter of flange ring, mm; Db - the bolt 

circle diameter, mm;  efifmf DDD  5.0  - the mean diameter of the flange ring, mm; when 

considering the effect of bolt holes the value of this diameter is corrected accordingly [21, 22] , Ec, Ef, 

Eg, Eb - modulus of longitudinal elasticity of materials for cylindrical shell , flange ring, sealing gasket 

and bolt , N/mm2;  2PPF gfgfg    - unitary friction force between flange ring and sealing gasket, 
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N/mm; Mc(x) - unitary bend moment developed by the M03 bending unitary moments and unitary shear 

forces Q03 along the x dimension [12,22]; M0k - bending unitary moments (k=1,2,3), N∙mm/mm; P1 - the 

total axial force developed by the internal pressure at operating conditions or by the hydraulic test 

pressure, N; 1P  - axial unitary force developed by force P1, N/mm; P2 - the total axial force developed 

by the internal pressure at operating conditions or by the hydraulic test pressure, on the annular surface 

between the outside diameter of the cylindrical shell and the mean diameter of the undeformed gasket, 

N; 2P  - axial unitary force developed by force P2, N/mm; Pg - total axial force developed by tightening 

pressure of sealing gasket, N;  mgg DPP  2  - axial  unitary force developed by tightening pressure 

of sealing gasket, N/mm; Pb - the force developed in bolted flange assembly under different operating 

conditions [10,18];  bbb DPP    - the unitary force existing on the circumference of the diameter 

Db; Q0k - unitary shear forces, of connection (k=1,2,3), N/mm; cg - the “reduction” coefficient of the 

initial gasket width, which can be chosen considering recommendations from the literature; 
fgbg

ccc  ,,  

- selection factors used to store (accepting the value equal to the unit) or eliminate the influence of gasket 

rotation, bolt rotation, respectively the friction between gasket and flange ring (accepting the value equal 

to zero); db - nominal diameter of the bolt, mm;        cqrcqdqqcmrcmdmm hfhfffhfhfff ,,,,,,, 23121  

- factors of influence of the connecting loads (unitary shear forces and bending unitary moments); hc - 

the length of the cylindrical shell fixed by welding on the flange ring, mm; hf - the flange ring thickness, 

mm; hg - gasket thickness, mm; kc - attenuation factor of the contour effect, mm-1; kgb - the influence 

factor, with meaning of force, of the elements that can diminish the value of the rotation of the flange 

ring under the action of the loads given by the internal pressure and the connecting loads, i.e. the 

eccentric compression of the sealing gasket, the tendency to rotate the bolts and the friction between 

gasket and the flange ring, N; kwf - influence factor on the width of the flange ring of the shear unitary 

forces (of connecting), mm2/N; kϑb - coefficient which takes into account the “resistance” opposed to the 

rotation tendency of the bolts, the eccentric compression of the gasket for sealing, respectively the 

friction between the gasket and the flange ring; lb - calculation length of bolts, mm; lsc - half-wave length, 

mm [9, 15]; mg, mb - bending unitary moments, developed by eccentric compression of the gasket and 

tendency of bolt bending, N∙mm/mm; nb - number of bolts of flange assembly; pi - over internal pressure 

or of the hydraulic / pneumatic test, N/mm2; pg - the compression pressure of the gasket (assembly 

condition), N/mm2; c  - cylindrical bending stiffness of pressure vessel, N∙mm; ΔTc, ΔTf - the thermal 

gradient of the cylindrical shell, relative to the ambient temperature, respectively, the thermal gradient 

of the flange ring at the interior surface of the flange, K;  
ifDDfTR


  - the radial displacement of the 

flange ring under the influence of the thermal gradient, for the accepted temperature variation law [77]; 

δ - thickness of cylindrical shell, mm; αc, αf - the thermal deformation factor for the cylindrical shell and 

the flange ring, K-1; μc, μf - the Poisson coefficient (of the transverse contraction) of the cylindrical shell 

material, the flange ring material; μfg - the coefficient of friction between the sealing gasket and the 

flange ring; note the advantage of the roughness of the contact surface of the flange ring facing with the 

gasket, drag lines and suitable groove to prevent eventual expulsion of the gaskets; ϑf - flange ring 

rotation; σ1(x), σ2(x), - normal stress on the longitudinal and circumferential directions, respectively 

developed along the cylindrical shell (the size x being measured at the shell-to-flange intersection), 

N/mm2. 

 

2.Conclusions 
The analytical study of mechanical and thermal stresses that occurs in welded ring flange attached 

to a cylindrical shell with full penetration welds uses the theory of compatibility between the elastic 

deformations produced in the component parts. In this sense the three elements of the structure are 
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distinguished (Figure 2) put to use for writing the algebraic linear system, through the solving of which 

the expressions of the connection loads (radial unitary bending moments and unitary shear forces) are 

deduced. 

After the eventual correction of the loading scheme, the calculation of the axial and circumferential 

stresses developed on the inside and outside surfaces of a cylindrical shell, along its length, is made, in 

order to position the plane in which the equivalent stress is maximum and obviously below the allowable 

stress value of material at operating conditions. 

An appropriate calculation program can lead to optimized construction, under conditions that are 

acceptable for minimizing material consumption, under the conditions required for safe operation. 

 

Appendix 

The function that helps calculate the rotation of the flange ring, having in its composition influenced 

by the connection loads and external loads: 

 

      gmfbmfbmf

mf

if
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if
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222
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.
 

The terms of the influence factors matrix, deduced through the writing of the algebraic equations 

containing the deformations - radial elastic displacements and rotations - written for the couples 1 - 2 

and 1 - 3 (Fig. 2), deduced through the decoupling of the sizes involved, have the following forms: 

    1213
111 42


 gbfwfccq khkkfa ; 

    1212
112 2


 bmgiffccm kDDhkfa ; 

      1213
13 42


 gbfwfcccqd khkkhfa ; 

      112
14 22


 gbmfiffcccmd kDDhkhfa ; 

    13
15 2


 cccqd khfa ; 

    12
16 2


 cccmd khfa ; 

    11
2321 5.02


 gbfccq khkfa ; 

    11
222


 gbmgifccm kDDkfa ; 

      113
23 5.02


 gbfcccqr khkhfa ; 

    1
24


 gsmfifcmr kDDhfa ; 

    12
25 2


 cccqr khfa ; 

    1
26 2


 cccmr khfa ; 

      1213
31 42


 gbfwfcccqd khkkhfa ; 

      112
32 5.02


 gbmgiffcccmd kDDhkhfa ; 

    1213
133 42


 gbfwfccq khkkfa ; 
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    112
134 5.02


 gbmgiffccm kDDhkfa ; 

  13
135 2


 ccq kfa ; 

  12
136 2


 ccm kfa ; 

      112
41 5.02


 gbfcccqr khkhfa ; 

      11
42 2


 gbmgiffcccmr kDDhkhfa ; 

    112
2343 5.02


 gbfccq khkfa ; 

    11
244


 gbmfifccm kDDkfa ; 

  12
2345 2


 ccq kfa ; 

  1
246


 ccm kfa ; 

    13
51 2


 cccqd khfa ; 

    12
52 2


 cccmd khfa ; 

  13
153 2


 ccq kfa ; 

  12
154 2


 ccm kfa ; 

    13
155 21


 ccq kfa ; 

    12
156 21


 ccm kfa ; 

    12
61 2


 cccqr khfa ; 

    1
62 2


 cccmr khfa ; 

  12
2363 2


 ccq kfa ; 

  1
264


 ccm kfa ; 

    12
2365 21


 ccq kfa ; 

    1
266 21


 ccm kfa . 

 

The terms of the radial displacements vector and the particular rotations caused by the internal 

pressure and temperature, existing in the structure of the deformations congruence equations, are 

represented by the configurations: 
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in which help sizes intervene: 
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1 25.0  ;  

 mcDPP  11 ;  

  iecmg pDDP  22
2 25.0  ;  
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